Inspired by MartinLogan’s ultra-high-end electrostatic loudspeakers, the Motion® Series was created to provide stunning sound for your ultimate-performance home theater or stereo. MartinLogan’s dedicated in-house engineers carefully crafted the Motion Series to create an extremely affordable and compact product line that seamlessly blends our exquisite Folded Motion™ transducers with powerful, bass technology. The result is a smooth, refined sound with stunning dynamic range and jaw-dropping clarity. Included here are just a few of the outstanding awards and accolades the Motion Series has received.

Motion® 60XTi

December 2019

“Whether you listen to a turntable such as me or stream your music, with the MartinLogan 60XTi you can put together a system for under $6,000 that will give you a wonderful listening experience for years, if not decades to come.” – Byron Baba

Motion® 35XTi

October 2019
http://bit.ly/35gjUZx

“They can reach blazing loud levels without losing composure. If I had a more powerful amplifier, I think I could have pushed them even harder than I did. If you need bookshelf speakers that can rock hard, these are a great choice.” – James Larson

Motion® 40i

December 2019

“The MartinLogan Motion 40i’s point out this incredible soundstage performance better than any floor standing cone-based speakers that this writer has heard in a long time.” – George Graves

Motion® 15i

WHAT HI-FI?

December 2019

“These are great sounding, versatile loudspeakers with real character.” – What Hi-Fi?

Motion® 40i

October 2019
http://bit.ly/35gjUZx

“What you get is a serious value for your money. Beautiful, thoughtfully designed speakers with a sound that begs you to plant yourself on the couch and watch movies for hours on end. And that might be the only negative point, you might need to budget in the additional cost of a personal trainer, to get your ass off the couch.” – Taps Das

Motion® 30i

Home Theater High Fidelity

September 2019
http://bit.ly/2mZ0kw

“Audiophile Style”
For a complete list of MartinLogan reviews, please visit:
martinlogan.com/reviews
“After listening to the Motion 4i, I can attest that this is a very cool little speaker. There are several features the wizards at MartinLogan packed into the speaker that influences its ultimate final sonic signature, but before we dig into that, it’s worth asking: what is this speaker, anyway? Is it a near-field monitors for musicians and recording engineers? Is it a good right and left option in an audiophile 2.1 system? Is it good for the right, left, and surround duties of a surround sound system? Is it an option for a computer playback system? The answer to all of the above: yes, yes, yes, and yes!” – Scott Schumer

“I was already a fan of MartinLogan products, loving their speakers such as the $80,000 Neolith, but wasn’t sure how much the quality trickled down into the lower-priced products. Consider me impressed. I have not seen many products in these price ranges that can compete, and certainly none that look as good.” – Michael Laurance

“I haven’t heard anything that comes even close to sound quality of the MartinLogan Motion 4i at anywhere near their price point.” – George Graves

“A lot of technical knowledge and clever engineering went into the design of the MartinLogan Motion 4i bookshelf speakers. They’ve succeeded at a low price.” – Mel Martin

“If you’re looking for something different, and an involving listening experience, I highly recommend that you give the MartinLogan Motion 4i an audition.” – Vince Hanada

For a complete list of MartinLogan reviews, please visit: martinlogan.com/reviews
August 2018
“If you’re not familiar with the original Motion Series speakers, their performance can best be summed up in two words: “detailed” and “dynamic.” Much like the originals, the amount of sound coming out of these little cabinets is a bit startling.” – Dennis Burger

February 2019
[YouTube] Martin Logan Motion 4i, 8i Speakers and Dynamo 600X Subwoofer Unboxing & Review